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Counted Cross-Stitch
No stamped cross-stitch is allowed. Entries may be constructed from an original pattern, a purchased pattern, 
or a combination of patterns.  Originality is encouraged.  The pattern must be submitted with the entry. The work 
must be the sole work of the student.

Embroidery, Crewel and Needlepoint 
If a pattern is used for the entry, pattern pieces must be submitted and on display. Entries may be constructed 
from an original pattern, a purchased pattern, or a combination of patterns.  Originality is encouraged. The work 

must be the sole work of the student. 

Rules
The back of all entries must be accessible for judges to view.  Samplers and similar items must be matted, not 
framed. All stitching must be completely finished to be eligible.
For needlework, such as stitched pictures or samplers, two mats may be used to “sandwich” the project.  Using 
two mats of the same size will enable judges to view the back of the stitched area. Entry must not be larger than 
11x14, including matting. 
Do not attach any hangers, hooks, or wires to the back of the item.  
For the safety of those observing ShowCase entries, framed items will be refused. 

Judging Criteria

Originality
 - concept and design
 - appropriate combination of different designs or patterns
 
Workmanship/Technical
 - appropriate use of base material, thread, color and design of pattern(s)
 - uniformity of stitches
 - (counted cross-stitch) all cross stitches crossed in the same direction
 - even border around pattern
 - even tension on stitches
 - proper starts and finishes of threads or yarns
 - no knots or loose ends

Condition of Entry
 - washed and ironed 
 - completed properly

 Presentation
 - demonstrates knowledge and understanding of tools and procedures used
 - understands reasons for selecting base material, needles, thread, etc. 

Needlework
Counted Cross-Stitch,

Embroidery/Crewel, Needlepoint


